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No other �gure in Russian History is quite as 
intriguing or polarizing as Grigori Rasputin. 
Mystic, healer, con�dant to the last Czar of 
Russia, and darn tough to kill. Learn all about 
the Mad Monk in the Karkhov Exhibition Hall.

the Museum of  Russian History’s
Famous Russians Series Presents

Brought to you by a grant from the Foundation for the Arts
and the Katherine D.  Yaremchev Collection 

For hours and tickets, 
contact the MoRH 
InfoCenter at 1-800-
4RUSSIA.
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Welcome to Romania!

You are about to embark upon 
a thrilling trip through the heart 
of one of the most beautiful 
countries in Europe. Get ready 
to explore the rich culture of a 
land shrouded in mystery, col-
orful in its legends and gener-
ous in its people. Get ready to 
experience Romania!





You’ll find plenty of
helpful resources 
here, including:

•  Interactive video and 
    online content on how to 
    implement RELAY

•  Business process learning •  Business process learning 
    solutions for the transition 
    to a paperless environment

•  Access to webinars, 
    seminars and trained 
    consultants

•  Ongoing support before, 
    during and after RELAY     during and after RELAY 
    installation
 

Paperless Transactions: The Future of Real Estate
Nobody, from realtors to real estate buyers and sellers, is satisfied with 
the transaction experience when it requires signatures on dozens of 
pages. This process is not only inefficient, it adds cost and personnel time 
to each transaction and is vulnerable to a variety of errors and omissions. 

The RELAY Solution
RELAY is an electronic real estate solution that eliminates paper RELAY is an electronic real estate solution that eliminates paper 
transactions that is more accurate, efficient and economical. 

However, despite the advantages it offers and the endorsement the 
system has received from the California Association of Realtors, 
industry adoption of RELAY has been slower than anticipated.

RELAY Improves the Accuracy and Efficiency of Real Estate Transactions
LearnRelay Makes it Easier for Your Realtor to Enjoy the Benefits of RELAY

All contents of this site are © 2010 Learnrelay.com. All rights reserved.learn more  /  contact  /  link




